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Inland Northwest Land Conservancy 
Board of Directors’ Meeting Minutes 

February 19, 2019 
 
Board members present: Tom Bradley, Casey Brazil, Michael Currin, Rob Lindsay, Rod Price, and Mitzi Van 
Voorhis 
 
Board members absent: Michelle Anderson, Todd Beyreuther, Carl Griffin, and Jake Williamson,  
 
Guest present: Leyna Bernstein 
 
Staff present: Dave Schaub and Vicki Egesdal 
 
Quorum having been achieved, Rob Lindsay called the meeting to order at 5:02 PM. 
 
(Note: for those interested – notes of the discussions are included after the minutes) 
 
Climate Change Conservation Priority:  
Upon motion duly made, seconded, and passed the Board adopted the following climate resolution with 
the idea that it be part of a living plan and subject to revision: 
 
“In recognition of the grave threat that climate change presents to the habitats and natural resources we work to 
protect, and in light of the climate solutions that we are uniquely positioned to act upon, INLC adopts a climate 
conservation priority as a primary pillar of our work. Staff and board will engage in a process of identifying specific 
opportunities in this arena as part of our current conservation planning process and our upcoming strategic planning 
work.” 

 
Strategic Planning:  
Next steps - do a SWOT analysis at next board meeting. Dave and Rob and Leyna and others will come 
up with what we might do at that board meeting. Should the staff be involved at this point? At a future 
meeting discuss the desired outcome from strategic planning (aka integrated business planning). 
 
Board Officers:  
Rob Lindsay presented a proposed process for selecting officers. Rob had asked all board members to let 
him know of their interest in serving as an officer. Rob and Tom both indicated interest. Rod has agreed 
to be VP and Tom has agreed to be the secretary.  
Upon motion duly made, seconded, and passed the Board elected the following as officers for 2019: Rod 
Price – VP; Jake Williamson – Treasurer; Tom Bradley – Secretary. 
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Check signers:  
Upon motion duly made, seconded, and passed, the officers authorized to be check signers are President 
Rob Lindsay, Vice President Rod Price, and Secretary Tom Bradley. 
 
Introduction of prospective board member: Mitzi Van Voorhis introduced Leyna Bernstein. She retired 
here from the Bay Area. She has served on a number of boards and owned an executive search firm 
specializing in nonprofits. She has worked with other land trusts. She has a passion for what INLC does 
and is considering serving on the board. Leyna said that the number one requirement for board 
membership should be passion for the mission. She has a long-time interest in conserving lands, wild 
spaces, and nature. She wants to preserve all the reasons they moved here. She is excited to have the 
opportunity to work locally and she thinks she can make an impact. She has a lot of fundraising experience 
– and she enjoys it!  
 
Land protection committee report:  

• Tom Bradley said there is not much to report since Chris has been sick for two weeks. He noted 
that land protection is a more project focused committee. The next meeting is February 28. He 
invited the board to try to sit in some time – it’s a different bunch of people. Tom will send out 
an invitation to board members to confirm date/time of the next land protection committee 
meeting. 

• Tom reported on the Mildes family 40 acres on Antoine Peak. While it’s sort of at the bottom of 
our size priorities, but its proximity to other protected lands and the landowners’ willingness to 
donate to the stewardship fund encouraged the land protection committee to give Chris DeForest 
the go-ahead to proceed with this project.  

• On Friday INLC closed on the first purchase in the Rimrock to Riverside area. We bought Jill 
Butterworth’s east parcel and Julia McHugh bought the west parcel. Dave just reached an 
agreement with Marty Butterworth on purchasing his land in the first 2 weeks of March. 

 
External affairs committee report: Mitzi Van Voorhis reported that Marit Fischer helped us walk through 
a process to identify personas – the people we want to communicate with. Mitzi is working on a marketing 
plan and how we prioritize and communicate with each persona. The group is also tweaking the mission 
statement. They propose “connecting people to nature by conserving land and water essential to life in 
the Inland Northwest.” Mitzi will send that out to the board. A future project will be developing a 
positioning statement that says who we are. Casey, Mitzi, Dave, and Vicki met with Andre Mylroie from 
Desautel Hege. Andre lives in the R2R area and believes in our mission. Andre will talk with his partners 
about the possibility of taking on INLC as a client, possibly pro bono. The website is a priority that does 
not need to wait for the final integrated business plan or mar/com plan. Mitzi is starting to explore using 
data in telling our story.  
 
January board meeting minutes - Upon motion duly made, seconded, and passed the Board approved as 
written the previously distributed minutes of the January 22, 2019 board meeting. 
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December Financials  
Upon motion duly made, seconded, and passed, the Board received the January 2019 financial reports as 
presented by staff. 
 
Leyna Bernstein left the meeting. 
 
Election of new board member 
Upon motion duly made, seconded, and passed, the board appointed Leyna Bernstein to the board to 
serve a 3-year term ending 12/31/2021.  
 
Tom Bradley asked if anyone else is in the pipeline for board membership. What are we looking for and 
what board size? INLC is seeking more board diversity in terms of gender and age. There is no one else in 
pipeline at this point. The board will discuss this more at a future meeting. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 6:37 PM.  
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Vicki Egesdal 
Recording Secretary 
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Additional Meeting Notes: 
 
Climate Change Priority Discussion 
Dave Schaub noted that land trusts across the nation are getting involved in climate change issues. The 
lands that we protect are threatened. From a defensive standpoint we have an obligation to consider 
climate change. Protecting land is part of the solution for climate change mitigation. Land trusts don’t 
work in energy and regulation – rather Natural Climate Solutions - using land to mitigate climate change 
such as carbon sequestration. Reforestation and avoided forest conversion are the two most effective 
NCS. We are squarely there – but if we had capacity we could add more activities to our stewardship 
program. Michael Currin asked if we should increase our stewardship requests or impose more 
restrictions in the easement. Rod Price wondered if we would have specific metrics to shoot for, i.e. 
preserving XX acres results in YY improvement.  
 
Dave suggested that we should be doing more than we are now. We need to more deeply engage in 
carbon sequestration strategies, mitigation (reforestation, regenerative ag, renewable energy), and 
divestment (investment restriction strategies). Also support adaptation: strategic conservation of resilient 
lands, targeted conservation of refugia and corridors, conservation of lands necessary for food and water. 
 
Dave asked the board to adopt a resolution acknowledging the threat of climate change and stating our 
intent to strive for local climate solutions with our work? Tom Bradley said yes, but focusing on the things 
we do best. Rod P asked, from a business perspective, is the end game having a more public tie-in to our 
role in climate change or being direct and intentional as we do our work? What would our impact be? 
How do we bring that to the public, portray that to our constituents? Mitzi Van Voorhis noted that the 
things we do well account for 30-37% of what it will take to get to climate stability. We need more and 
fun ways to get that out to the community. We are contributing (have always been contributing) to climate 
stability. Rod P asked if it makes sense to go beyond our current land holdings – particularly with renewal 
energy projects. Could there be a conservation easement that allows for renewable energy projects on 
the property? How do we balance siting renewable energy projects vs. ecologically sensitive areas? Can 
INLC be involved in providing site selection guidance? 
 
Rod P noted that we’re in a position to take a leadership role in conservation in our region. He doesn’t 
think there’s a lot of risk in taking this approach/position. Casey Brazil would like to see how it fits in with 
everything we are trying to do –within our strategic plan. Tom Bradley says if this is important it should 
be in our conservation plan so that by June we can look for funding for habitat and water, climate, and 
connecting people to nature. 
 
 
 
Strategic Planning Process: Rob Lindsay and Rod Price led this part of the meeting. Rod P noted that he 
and Dave have met with John Hancock and asked him to put together a proposal for a retreat/workshop.  
Last time we did strategic planning we were without an executive director. The board was in tactical mode. 
Now we’ve hired Dave it is time to for the board to get out of tactical mode and sit back and take stock 
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and look to the future. It is time to come together in a workshop or retreat to do some hard work and 
celebrate achievements.  
 
Dave would like to create an integrated business plan (strategic plan). The processes are all iterative, for 
instance the communications and marketing plan will be informed by the strategic plan yet it is being 
developed in parallel with the strategic plan.  
 
Mitzi suggests that a consultant should outline the process for success so that when we do go off on our 
own after the workshop, we are all following the same map. The consensus is that two four-hour sessions 
would be better than one long day. 
 
Michael suggested it would be good to refresh ourselves on the last plan and we should review what was 
accomplished (or not). Dave will send out his previously presented “red/yellow/green” analysis.  
 
The current mission/vision/values language is staff created. We’re not sure whether we all have the same 
vision. We’re such a different organization now than 3 years ago. It is time to come together and agree 
on our identity, goals, and mission and to really empower Dave to carry on with that work.  
 
Dave asked Leyna for her insight on a good process. The first job – why should you do this? If you’re not 
clear what will be different after this process, it’s not time to hire a consultant. The standard is to interview 
3 people – you learn a lot for free. Too often people focus on getting a product, but then they don’t use it 
to guide the work of the organization. It is important to be really clear amongst yourselves why you want 
to spend the money and time. Form follows function – what does the ideal end product look like? Then 
the consultant helps you with the process to get to that product. Start with “what do we want to get out 
of this” and then let that inform the process. Long range planning/strategy is the role of the board. This 
could help the board make that shift out of tactical. Leyna noted that INLC has an incredibly dynamic ED. 
It’s good for the board to have clarity with Dave as to what the priorities are so he’ll know what to say yes 
or no to. Dave says he feels empowered – but he’d like to have curbs.  
 
Casey suggested the board would benefit from doing a SWOT analysis. Once we know the opportunities 
we can form a plan to go after those opportunities. Mitzi said it would help to know what INLC should 
look like in 10 or 20 years. What is the long range vision? It would be easier to work backwards to make it 
a reality. The SWOT analysis could drive agendas for coming meetings.  
 
Dave wants the integrated business plan to be light on text and heavy on agreement. Mitzi suggested that 
it should focus on a few key initiatives. Board members would work with staff to hold everyone 
accountable to achieve those initiatives. Board meetings dive into progress on those initiatives. This 
means more active committees. There would be ongoing budgeting conversations – current, future, 
aspirational. Dave doesn’t feel he can lead this process without help. 
 
Leyna recommended the book “Real Time Strategic Planning.”  
 


